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A. Policy Objectives

1.0 Topic: Policy objectives 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 1.2.1, page 6; section 2.1 Policy 
Context, pp. 16 – 17. 

BC Hydro cites BC’s Climate Change Accountability Act, the CleanBC plan and the BC 
Government’s Mandate letter to BC Hydro as policy initiatives supporting the application. 

BC Hydro states on page 2: 

“In 2016, road transportation accounted for approximately 17 Mt CO2e which 
represents 27 per cent of the total greenhouse gas emissions in B.C.” 

1.1 For clarity, please confirm that BC’s Energy Objectives in the Clean 
Energy Act are also part of the relevant policy context. 

1.2 Does BC Hydro interpret the policy context as providing justification for 
BC Hydro to seek to bring about a particular amount or proportion of GHG 
emissions reductions? 

B. Availability of the Fleet Electrification Rates

2.0 Topic: Availability of Fleet Electrification Rates 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, pp.1 – 2 

BC Hydro says: 

“BC Hydro has received customer and stakeholder feedback suggesting 
that the availability of the new services be expanded to include providers 
of third party fast charging services to electric passenger vehicles. While 
BC Hydro understands the interest in rate design for a range of 
applications, BC Hydro proposes the availability as described in this 
Application, because any rate application for third party fast charging 
services to passenger vehicles should be informed by the B.C 
Government’s response to the BCUC recommendations contained in its 
Phase Two Report of the Inquiry into the Regulation of Electric Vehicle 
Charging Service (Inquiry) which deals largely with the regulatory 
considerations arising in the public fast charging market. The outcome of 
this Inquiry will directly affect the types and scope of the rates BC Hydro 
may put forward for approval in respect of public fast charging. As a 
result, it would not be effective or efficient to apply for optional services 
and rates for third party providers of fast charging services in advance of 
understanding the regulatory framework that will apply to those 
circumstances.” [underline added] 
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2.1 For greater certainty, please confirm or correct the following: 

2.1.1 By “third party fast charging services” BC Hydro refers to fast 
charging of EVs owned by ‘third parties’ where the Customer 
providing the fast charging service is the ‘second party’ and BC 
Hydro is the ‘first party.’ 

2.1.2 A provider of “third party fast charging services” is not eligible for 
the proposed Overnight Rate or Demand Transition Rate because 
EVs owned by third parties are not “owned or leased by, and 
operated by, the Customer.”  

2.1.3 In the quoted paragraph, “third party fast charging services” is 
synonymous with “public fast charging”: neither is eligible for the 
proposed Overnight Rate or Demand Transition Rate. 

2.1.4 The reference to passenger vehicles in the phrase “third party fast 
charging services to electric passenger vehicles” is not to be taken 
as a limiting factor. The proposed Overnight Rate and Demand 
Transition Rate are not available to third party charging services to 
any type of EV, including but not limited to passenger EVs. And, 
the proposed Overnight Rate and Demand Transition Rate are 
available to providers of fast charging to Electric Fleet Vehicles 
that they own or lease, and operate, including passenger EVs and 
any other type of EV that meets the proposed definition of 
“Vehicle.” 

2.1.5 The phrase “third party providers of fast charging services” is a 
mistake and should read “providers of third party charging 
services” (or “providers of charging services to third parties”).  

3.0 Topic: Availability of Fleet Electrification Rates 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, pp.1 & 2, section 1.1 

BC Hydro rejects the idea of providing an EV charging rate for providers of third party 
charging services. BC Hydro says: 

“[A]ny rate application for third party fast charging services to passenger vehicles 
should be informed by the B.C Government’s response to the BCUC 
recommendations contained in its Phase Two Report of the Inquiry into the 
Regulation of Electric Vehicle Charging Service (Inquiry) … [I]t would not be 
effective or efficient to apply for optional services and rates for third party 
providers of fast charging services in advance of understanding the regulatory 
framework that will apply to those circumstances.” 
 
3.1 What consultations has BC Hydro had with providers of fast charging 

services for third party passenger EVs or EVs more broadly? What were 
the results? 

3.2 Has BC Hydro considered what rates would be appropriate for providers 
of third party charging services? If so, what conclusions did BC Hydro 
reach? 
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3.2.1 Could the Overnight Rate or the Demand Transition Rate be 
appropriate for providers of third party charging services?  

3.3 Are BC Hydro and the BC Government discussing rates for providers of 
third party (public) charging services in Phase 2 of the Comprehensive 
Review of BC Hydro or in any other forum? 

3.4 Does BC Hydro plan to apply for an optional rate for providers of third 
party (public) charging services once the BC Government has responded 
to the Phase Two Report on the Inquiry into the Regulation of EV 
Charging Service? Would such a rate be available to BC Hydro for its 
provision of third party (public) fast charging service? 

4.0 Topic: Availability of Fleet Electrification Rates 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, 4.1 Overnight Rate Terms and 
Conditions, pp. 31 – 34; section 5.1 Demand Transition Rate Terms and 
Conditions, pp. 39 – 44. 

4.1 Please confirm that the conditions of availability, definitions and rationale 
for the availability are the same for the Overnight Rate and the Demand 
Transition Rate. If they are not, please point out the differences. 

One of the proposed Terms and Conditions of the Overnight and Demand 
Transition Rates is: 
 

“Availability: For Customers who qualify for General Service where the 
Customer is a business, government agency or other organization. For 
use only for separately metered charging of Electric Fleet Vehicles or 
Vessels owned or leased by, and operated by, the Customer, at 
Maximum Demand equal to or greater than 150 kW.” [underline added] 

 
4.2 Why is BC Hydro proposing “the Customer is a business, government 

agency or other organization” as an availability criterion? What type of 
customer would fall outside this criterion? 

4.3 Did BC Hydro consider defining availability in terms of new load rather 
than “a business, government agency or other organization”? If so, why 
was this rejected? If not, would this be a more straightforward criterion for 
availability? 

BC Hydro proposes the following definition of “vehicle” in the Terms and 
Conditions of the Overnight and Demand Transition Rates: 

“4. Vehicle. A vehicle used for transportation, not run on rails, and 
includes, without limitation, buses, medium duty trucks and heavy duty 
trucks.” 
 

4.4 For greater certainty, please confirm that this definition of “vehicle” 
includes passenger vehicles and light duty trucks.   

BC Hydro states: 
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“The Availability, Definition of Electric Fleet Vehicle or Vessel, and 
Metering Special Condition are intended to ensure this rate schedule 
applies to the new service for which it was designed, which is charging of 
electric fleets with Maximum Demand equal or greater than 150 kW. As 
noted in section 1.2, this new type of electrical load does not currently 
exist in BC Hydro’s service territory. Broadening the availability to include 
existing electrical loads would reduce the economic benefits to 
ratepayers.” 
 

4.5 How does confining Overnight Rate and Demand Transition Rate 
customers to “a business, government agency or other organization” 
serve to ensure that the rate schedules will apply to the new service for 
which it is designed, or to preventing availability from being broadened to 
existing loads, or both? 

5.0 Topic: Timing of Implementation of Overnight Rate Proposal 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, 4.5 Overnight Rate Implementation 
Consideration 

The proposed optional Overnight Rate would be approved as of April 1, 2021, 
allowing approximately one year for BC Hydro to work out the metering and 
billing challenges.  
 
5.1 Will this timing delay the implementation of EV fleets that would use the 

Overnight Rate?  

C. Potential Customers 

6.0 Topic: Potential Customers 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 1.1, p. 3; Appendix C; CleanBC plan 

BC Hydro says on p. 3: 
 

“BC Hydro has modelled both the proposed Overnight Rate and Demand 
Transition Rate based on illustrative transit bus fleets with load projections 
informed by discussions with Translink and BC Transit.” 
 

BC Hydro says on pp. 7 & 8: 
 

“The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) is responsible for Canada’s largest 
Port and has also indicated that electrification of port activities provides a 
significant opportunity to reduce the Port of Vancouver’s greenhouse gas 
emissions. The VFPA indicates that demand charges have been identified as a 
significant barrier to the electrification of port fleets. A copy of VFPA’s support 
letter for BC Hydro’s proposed rates is provided in Appendix C.” 
 

In Appendix C, the July 3, 2019 letter of the Port of Vancouver says in part: 
 

“Demand charges have been identified as significant barriers to electrification of 
port fleets.” and “A competitive rate structure is essential to promoting 
electrification in the freight transport industry …” 
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6.1 Please describe in more detail the scope and depth of discussions held 
with BC Transit and Translink. 

6.2 How important is the Demand Transition Rate in particular to BC Transit 
and Translink, in terms of their plans to electrify their bus fleets? 

6.2.1 Please describe the circumstances of bus fleet operation in which 
in route charging and the Demand Transition Rate are especially 
important. 

6.3 Please describe the scope and depth of discussions held with the Port of 
Vancouver regarding electrification. 

6.4 What, in BC Hydro’s understanding, is included in and excluded from the 
term “electrification of port fleets”? 

6.5 Does BC Hydro believe that demand charges are significant barriers to 
electrification at the Port? 

6.5.1 Does BCH believe the proposed optional rates will be successful 
in meeting the Port’s needs for low-cost power for fleet 
electrification? 

6.6 Is the Port of Vancouver itself a potential customer for fleet electrification, 
or would the Port’s tenants and drayage providers be the main customers 
for fleet electrification? If the latter, has BC Hydro held discussions with 
Port of Vancouver tenants of or drayage service providers regarding 
electrification? If so, please describe the scope and depth and any 
outcomes of the discussions. 

6.7 Does BC Hydro expect that the Port of Vancouver or its tenants or 
drayage service providers will apply for service under to the Overnight 
Rate or the Demand Transition Rate in the next few years? 

6.7.1 If so, please discuss the expected volumes of power required,  the 
expected effect on BC Hydro’s peak loads and the expected 
system reinforcement requirements. 

The CleanBC document (https://cleanbc.gov.bc.ca/), on page 22 says: 
 

“For our inland ferry fleet, the future is electric. The Province is taking incremental 
steps in that direction as available technology increasingly supports ongoing 
safe, reliable and efficient service. We aim to achieve full electrification of the 
inland ferry fleet by 2040.” 

 
6.8 Please describe the scope and depth of any discussions BC Hydro has 

had recently with BC Ferries regarding vessel fleet electrification. 

6.9 Does BC Hydro expect that BC Ferries will apply for service under the 
Overnight Rate or the Demand Transition Rate? 

7.0 Topic: Potential Customers 
Reference: Exhibit C9-1, Seaspan intervention letter 
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Seaspan’s letter of intervention to this proceeding says in part: 
 

“Our company is investing heavily in hybridization of our vessels and shore 
power rates are critical to our success and ability to make the largest possible 
reductions in GHG. … Seaspan Ferries has (2) battery hybrid vessels in 
operation and are currently not able to charge from shore due to the high cost of 
electrification. We are building (2) more vessels and would like to work with BC 
Hydro and the Commission in order to ensure that all (4) vessels can connect to 
shore power and make the largest possible reduction in GHG.” 
  
7.1 Please describe the scope and depth of any recent discussions BC Hydro 

has had with Seaspan or other coastal fleet operators regarding 
electrification. 

7.2  What is the nature of the hybridization Seaspan mentions? 

7.3 Does BC Hydro believe that the Overnight Rate or the Demand Transition 
Rate might be appropriate to support the needs of Seaspan or other 
coastal fleet operators? 

7.4 Is it BC Hydro’s understanding that when Seaspan refers to “shore power” 
it is not referring to BC Hydro’s Shore Power interruptible rate? 

8.0 Topic: Potential Customers 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 2 

“BC Hydro has been engaging with public transportation providers to understand 
how BC Hydro can support the reduction of greenhouse gases in British 
Columbia through the conversion of their fleets from fossil fuels to clean 
electricity.” 

 
8.1 In addition to the public transportation sector, what other potential 

customers does BC Hydro think there may be for the Overnight Rate and 
the Demand Transition Rate? 

8.2 Has BC Hydro engaged with anyone in the medium or heavy truck freight 
industry to identify any plans for electrification of freight trucking? Has BC 
Hydro examined what optional electric rates might be appropriate for 
providing charging services for this sector? If so, what conclusions has 
BC Hydro reached? 

D. Potential New Loads 

9.0 Topic: Potential New Loads 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 1.2.2, pp. 6 & 7; section 3.1, 
page 27; section 3.2, p. 29 

BC Hydro says: 
 

“Translink will need to replace approximately 860 buses by 2030, of which two-
thirds would require in route charging and one-third would require depot 
charging. By 2040, Translink will be replacing a total of approximately 1,500 
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buses.” [p.6] 
 

BC Hydro says: 
 

“BC Transit has a 10-year fleet replacement strategy to replace approximately 
1,200 existing buses and expand the fleet by about 350 buses by 2030 with 
battery electric buses.” [p. 7] 
 
9.1 Please confirm that replacement, in this context, means taking diesel 

buses out of service and replacing them with fully battery electric buses. 

9.2 Do Translink or BC Transit intend to deploy new trolley electric buses as 
well as battery electric buses in the next ten years? 

9.3 What peak and energy loads does BC Hydro expect to result from serving 
battery electric buses of Translink and BC Transit in the next three years? 
Five years?  

9.3.1 Does BC Hydro’s figure of 100,000 MWh/year by F2029 for 
overnight charging [p. 27] represent fleet electrification by BC 
Transit and Translink only, or does it include other customers? 

9.3.1.1 Is it an estimate or a scenario amount? 

9.3.1.2 Does it represent an upper bound? 

9.3.2 Does BC Hydro’s figure of 23,000 MWh/year by F2029 for 
overnight charging [p. 29] represent fleet electrification by BC 
Transit and Translink only, or does it include other customers? 

9.3.2.1 Is it an estimate or a scenario amount? 

9.3.2.2 Does it represent an upper bound? 

9.3.3 What GHG emissions reductions does BC Hydro expect to result 
from electrification of TransLink and BC Transit buses supplied by 
power under the proposed Overnight Rate and Demand Transition 
Rate and the associated displacement of fossil fuel use? 

9.4 What peak and energy loads would result in the next ten to twenty years if 
Translink and BC Transit were to fully achieve the bus electrification plans 
they have outlined to BC Hydro?  

9.4.1 What GHG emissions reductions would result? 

On page 29, BC Hydro says that transit bus fleet conversion is expected to be 
substantially complete by no earlier than F2029. 
 
9.5 What is the basis of BC Hydro’s statement that transit bus fleet 

conversion is not expected to be substantially complete before F2029? Is 
BC Hydro confident that there will be substantial amounts of transit bus 
fleet conversions within the next ten years? 
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9.6 Has BC Hydro included battery electric bus loads in its most recent load 
forecast? 

9.7 Does BC Hydro expect any additional loads in the next two to five years 
from serving non-bus electric vehicles under the proposed Overnight and 
Demand Transition rates? 

9.8 What system reinforcement requirements, if any, has BC Hydro identified 
as being potentially necessary as a result of uptake of the Overnight and 
Demand Transition Rates in the next five years? Ten years? 

9.9 Does BC Hydro generally expect that a shift from diesel to electric buses 
has the potential to cause substantial additional system costs in the 
medium to long term?  

10.0 Topic: Potential New Loads – Demand Transition Rate 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 5.2 Demand Transition Rate 
Cost of Service Justification, Table 6, page 45 

10.1 Are the load factor and peak energy demand entirely an outcome of the 
number of vehicles in service, or does the customer have some 
operational control over these? 

10.2 If the customer does have some operational control over the load factor 
and peak energy demand, could the terms of the Demand Transition Rate 
be modified to encourage the customer to operate its fleet so as to 
optimize the economic and cost of service benefits for ratepayers? 

E. Economic Justification 

11.0 Topic: Economic Justification 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 1.2 Need for the Optional 
Rates, p. 2; section 4.1 Overnight Rate Terms and Conditions, p. 33; section 
5.1 Demand Transition Rate Terms and Conditions, p. 43; Appendix E 
Ratepayer Economic Analysis, p. 1 (pdf p. 83) 

BC Hydro makes a point of stating that “Electric fleet charging as described in 
this Application does not currently exist in BC Hydro’s service territory.” BC Hydro 
adds, “While there are BC Hydro customers who are using electric vehicles in 
their fleets, their charging needs have been below 150 kW.” [p.2, underline 
added] 
 
Similarly, in explaining the proposed Overnight Rate terms and conditions, and 
by reference the proposed Demand Transition Rate terms and conditions that are 
the same, BC Hydro states: 
 

“The Availability, Definition of Electric Fleet Vehicle or Vessel, and 
Metering Special Condition are intended to ensure this rate schedule 
applies to the new service for which it was designed, which is charging of 
electric fleets with Maximum Demand equal or greater than 150 kW. As 
noted in section 1.2, this new type of electrical load does not currently 
exist in BC Hydro’s service territory. Broadening the availability to include 
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existing electrical loads would reduce the economic benefits to 
ratepayers.” [p.33 and 43, underline added] 

 
11.1 Is one of the reasons for the emphasis on the proposed optional rates 

being aimed exclusively at types of Fleet EV charging that do not yet exist 
in the Province that electricity consumed by these Fleet EV charging 
facilities would be new load, and new load that would not materialize as 
soon or at all in the absence of the proposed optional rates?  

11.2 Please confirm that BC Hydro being long on energy and peak capacity is 
a key factor in the new load induced by the proposed Overnight Rate and 
the Demand Transition Rate being “justified on an economic basis.” 

11.3 Please file Table D-3, Planning View of the Energy Load Resource 
Balance after Planned Resources, and Table D-4, Peak Capacity Load 
Resource Balance After Planned Resources, contained in Appendix D of 
October 3, 2019 BC Hydro’s Twenty-Year Load Forecast filed as Exhibit 
B-15 in the Commission’s proceeding regarding BC Hydro’s F2020-F2021 
Revenue Requirements Application. 

In Appendix E (p. 1, .pdf p. 83), BCH states: 
 
“BC Hydro’s energy load resource balance shows we will not need to acquire 
new energy resources for many years to come. When our power system is in a 
state of energy surplus (energy supply is greater than demand), energy marginal 
cost is market price.” 
 
11.4 Do other rates, such as BC Hydro’s Freshet Rate (RS 1892) compete with 

the Overnight and Demand Transition Rates for their economic 
assessment to benefit from a marginal rate analysis based on market 
values, rather than the cost of acquiring new energy and capacity? 

12.0 Topic: Economic Justification – Demand Transition Rate 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, p.13 

BC Hydro says: 
 

“As noted, stakeholder feedback with regard to this Application indicated 
a desire to expand the availability of the proposed services, and rates, to 
customers that provide charging services to third-parties. In BC Hydro's 
view expanding the availability of the proposed services to that customer 
segment would materially reduce the likelihood that ratepayers would 
benefit from them and thus undermine their lawfulness.” [underline added] 

 
12.1 Please explain why making the proposed Overnight Rate and Demand 

Transition Rate available to otherwise qualifying customers who provide 
EV charging services to third parties would reduce the economic or cost 
of service benefits of the proposed optional rates. Is there a concern that 
such customers would not be providing new load? 
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13.0 Topic: Economic Justification – Demand Transition Rate 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, 5.2 Demand Transition Rate Cost of 
Service Justification; 5.3 Demand Transition Rate Economic Justification 

BC Hydro says: 
 

“The Demand Transition Rate is justified on an economic basis. BC Hydro 
estimates under the base case reported below that the incremental 
revenues received from new load served under the Demand Transition 
Rate will exceed the marginal cost of serving new load in the ten and 
fifteen year time periods. Therefore, ratepayers benefit from the new load 
in the medium and longer term, even if that new load is at a lower rate 
than existing load for a period of time.” [underline added] 

 
13.1 Please provide a definition of “justified on an economic basis” compared 

to “justified on a cost of service basis.”  

13.2 Please clarify the paragraph quoted in the preamble. What is the 
relevance of the “incremental revenues received from new load served 
under the Demand Transition Rate … exceed[ing] the marginal cost of 
serving new load in the ten and fifteen year time periods”? In Year 12 the 
Demand Transition Rate will be the same as the default LGS rate. Why is 
Year 12 (or Year 13) not the time when economic benefit to other 
ratepayers is confirmed? 

E. Terms and Conditions 

14.0 Topic: Terms and Conditions – Demand Transition Rate 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, 5.1 Demand Transition Rate Terms and 
Conditions  

14.1 For greater certainty, please confirm that the proposed Demand 
Transition Rate has the same terms and conditions, year by year from 
Year 1 to Year 12, for each participating customer regardless of the year 
in which the customer adopted the Transition Rate.  

15.0 Topic: Terms and Conditions – Migration 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 4.1, pp. 33 & 34, section 5.1, pp. 
43 & 44. 

15.1 Could participation in the Overnight Rate or Demand Transition Rate 
increase the likelihood of a customer meeting the conditions to be moved 
to the MGS rate? 

F. Other Issues 

16.0 Topic: Jurisdictional Review 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 2.2 Jurisdictional Review, pp. 17 – 23; 
Appendix H, Jurisdictional Review – Additional Information 

16.1 Is there an increasing trend in the number of rates designed for charging 
fleet EVs in jurisdictions in the US and Canada? Is there an increasing 
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trend in the quantity of electricity delivered under rates designed for 
charging fleet EVs? 

16.2 For how long have the jurisdictions that BC Hydro reviewed had rates for 
electric fleet charging? Are any evaluation reports available from these 
jurisdictions? If so, please provide them. 

17.0 Topic: Ownership of Charging Infrastructure 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1 

17.1 Please confirm that the customer would be responsible to procure, install 
and maintain all the electric vehicle charging equipment for the Overnight 
Rate and the Demand Transition Rate. 

18.0 Topic: Monitoring and Reporting 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1, section 7, pp. 52 & 53 

18.1 Why did BC Hydro select three years as the term for an evaluation 
report? 

18.2 Would BC Hydro agree that it would be appropriate also to evaluate the 
Demand Transition charge after the end of the six-year phase-in of the 
LGS demand charge (i.e., Year 12)? 

19.0 Topic: Duration of the Overnight and Demand Transition Rates 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1   

19.1 Has BC Hydro had any indication from potential customers that the 
proposed Overnight and Demand Transition Rates would need to be in 
effect for a minimum period in order to justify a customer making 
investments and applying to participate in the rate? 

20.0 Topic: Technological Maturity 
Reference: Application, Exhibit B-1 

20.1 Please discuss the level of maturity of (a) the EV fast charging technology 
that would be supplied under the Overnight and Demand Transition 
Rates, and (b) the technology of the EVs that would be charged. 

20.2 Do issues of technological maturity or interoperability provide a source of 
significant uncertainty for customer uptake of the Overnight and Demand 
Transition Rates? 

20.3 How confident is BC Hydro that the capacities of chargers assumed in the 
Application will be adequate for the needs of customers who subscribe to 
the Overnight and Demand Transition Rates in the medium to long term?  




